How to Remove Bugs using the Bug Buster

1. Pre-soak the front of the vehicle with Wash Wax ALL (Blue)
2. Let the Wash Wax ALL soak for 10-15 minutes
3. Re-spray an area about 4 ft x 4ft with Wash Wax ALL (Blue) and scrub with the scrubber side of the Bug Buster (For extra scrubbing power, put the bug buster in the power edge position) then flip over to the Mop side of the Bug Buster and wipe off the majority of the bugs. It is not important at this stage that you get all the bugs and / or streaks off, you just want to break them up and get the bulk of them off, step 5 will complete the cleaning.

If your cleaning a large area like the front of an RV, we recommend you use the Wash Wax Mop. If you do not have the Wash Wax Mop or you are doing smaller areas like the leading edges of an aircraft put a microfiber pad on both sides of the bug buster to make it a Mini Mop.

4. Take two (2) clean, dry, mop pads. Take the “Wet Side Pad”, wet it with fresh water and wring it out so it is only damp (not dripping wet)
5. Wipe each 4 ft x 4 ft area with the wet side, then flip the mop over and thoroughly dry the area. Do this until you have cleaned all the areas.

NOTE:
- The next time you remove bugs, it will be easier due to the non-stick coating left behind by the Wash Wax ALL.
- Going over glass with a damp towel or pad (step 4 & 5) will remove any possible streaks left by the Wash Wax ALL. You will still have the water beading protection.
- Keep in mind that you can put the Bug Buster in the power edge scrubbing position for hard to remove bugs
- For best results, avoid hot surfaces when removing bugs
- The wing nut on the Bug Buster can be adjusted to keep the Bug Buster from flipping too easily.
- Wash Wax ALL and the Bug Buster are safe to use on anti-chip coating found on the front of Motor homes, cars and aircraft (Diamond Shield).
- The Bug Buster can be used as a Mini Mop by placing a mop pad on both sides of the Bug Buster. This is excellent for getting into the tight spaces found on the RV.